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1 Introduction

'I'll'1 climate clianuo policy analysis introduces new challenges to the energy modeling community.1

This is because an effective CO., mitigation policy requires the establishment of price regimes by
a lew factors above our experience. Tiiis is necessary in order to restructure the energy economy,
which is now based on low price fossil fuels, and introduce, in the longer term, carbon-free energy
sources. The challenge for the energy modeling is to show how the shift towards non-carbon fuels
can be obtained and to identify efficient and simultaneously equitable policy options. Thus,
the models used in the past to analyze the energy systems, based for example on inelastic energy
demand approximations, are not anymore sufficient.
For this reason a family of models has been developed called Markal-Macro (MM ). The development
of MM opens new options for the energy community. Now. not only that we have the flexibility to
adjust demands to price changes but we can also estimate the economic implications of environmen-
tal or supply constraints (e.g.. COj. N0r. nuclear availability, extensive use of renewables etc.).
The use of MARKAL-MACRO though, is associated with extra complexity and new challenges.
We should understand better the energy to economy relations and the demand/supply interactions
for using properly the model.

The project became feasible due to the pioneering work of Profs. A. Manne and C.-O. Wenne
[1992]. The contribution of G. Goldstein, [1991] integrating the software in his MUSS system and
his data-base support is also significant. My contribution to the MM project begins in 1992 and
it is related to the development of procedures that help to specify some model parameters, or
calibrate the model to some pro-specified sectorial demand projections for the reference case. The
development of the partial equilibrium version of Markal. and of the MM-trade is done together
with other project participants. Also, the early application of the model and its critical review has
helped to clarify the model ability to perform greenhouse policy studies.

We can claim now that: The model MARKAL-MACRO and its extensions, is appro-
priate to study partial and general equilibrium in the energy markets and the impli-
cations of the carbon dioxide mitigation policy. The main advantage of MM is the
explicit treatment of energy demand, supply and conversion technologies, including
emission control and conservation options, within a general equilibrium framework.

The famous gap between top-down and bottom up models is resolved and the economic im-
plications of environmental and stipph policy constrains can be captured either in an aggregated
(Macro) or in a sectorial (Micro) level. The multi-regional trade version of the model allows to
study questions related to efficient and equitable allocation of cost and benefits associated with the
climate change issue. Finally, the stochastic version of the model allows to assess policies related
to uncertain and even catastrophic effects and define appropriate hedging strategies.
The report is divided in three parts:

• The first part gives an overview of the new model structure, it describes its macro economic
part and explains its calibration.

• The second part refers to the model application for Switzerland when analyzing the economic
implications of curbing COn emissions or policies related to the introduction of a carbon tax,

'The- report i;. the Swi.s* contribution to the IEA/OECÜ Energy Technology Systems Analysis Project (ETSAP),
Annex V called Energy options for sustainable development: Technological solutions, economic impacts
and omission reduction strategics. 1993-1995.
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including a hedging strategy.

• The last pari is organized in form of Appendices and gives a mathematical description and
some potential extensions of the model. It describes also a sensitivity analysis done with
MAHKAL-MACRO in 1992 [Kypreos. 1992].

2 The Basic Relations of the Model

Markal-Macro is actually a "model invention" which defines the interactions between the economy
and the energy system under a set of environmental constraints. There are some new basic relations
introduced in the model on the top to the Markal equations to be described in the following chapter.
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Fig. 1: Overview of the MARKAL-MACRO submodel

The primary inputs capital, labor, and energy generate the economic output which is distributed to
consumption, investments and energy requirements und for satisfying the environmental limitations
(by restructuring the energy subsystem). The energy submodel is an explicit engineering model
ihitl includes conservation options and technological change.
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2.1 The Basic Equations of the MACRO submodel

MAR K A L-MACRO defines the interactions between the economy and the energy system under a set
ol'eiiviroiimenlal constraints. There are some new constraints introduced in the MACRO submodel
on the lop of the equations of MARKAL. necessary to drive the macroeeonomie growth and to link
the economic activities to the energy system. The new variables and constraints are: consumption
('. invest meats / . labor L. capital A", energy cost EC. and the demands for energy services Dm.
Markal is a process oriented engineering model that describes all energy transformations from
primary sources to energy services. It uses as variables the resources of the energy system, the
installed capacity and investments on new technologies and the (low of energy through the different
technologies. Exogenous model parameters are the fuel prices, the resource availability and the
potential economic growth. It follows a list of the most important MACRO constraints:

• The utility function UTIL:
The model maximizes a utility function which is defined as the integral of the discounted
logarithm of consumption, where r is the time preference rate for discounting utility."

V= I lnCt-^
rtdt (1)

The integral is approximated assuming T periods of time duration fit and a terminal condition
for the time period afterwards. Notice that r becomes a function of time (rt.).

(=7-1

VTIL =

white

• it= TT (1 - r * ) * f (3)

• The production function PROD:
A constant elasticity of substitution (CES) function describes the "Gross Output1' Y. of the
economy, as function of the primary inputs. The aggregate production function (primal) of
the economy takes the form.

and links the primary input requirements of the economy capital K. and labor L. with the
intermediate inputs of demands Dm. (a and bm are scaling factors to be specified through
the calibration of the model). The CES production function allows substitution between the
pair capital-labor and the energy services when the relative prices change. The elasticity of
substitution-1 is a ~ 1 / (1 - p)

"' I lie issue of discounting is one of the most critical problems in the CO2 debate since the expected damages will
t;ik( place in tlif second Ihilf of the next century and their present worth value is low. Discounting is less critical in
our model since we don't specify optimal policy based on cost/benefit analysis.

II '/. — / ( J . I / ) is <i production function and r.y are the factors of production then, the elasticity of substitution
IT. describes how to production factors substitute each other. <x is defined as the relative change of the ratio - to
the relative change of the marginal rate of substitution among these factors. The marginal rate of substitution now
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• The USE of output function:
The "Gross Output" is consumed C, or used for invostments / . and for mooting Iho financial
requirement* of the energy sector EC. The energy cost EC. is estimated in MARKAL by ;ui
explicit description of the energy sector including options to protect the environment. The
basic identity that defines the use of Gross Output Y is:

Y, = (\ + l, + EC,

If the energy price increases, due to resource depletion or environmental constraints then,
energy is substituted by capital and labor (CES production function), while the output Y
and I lie demand for energy services are decreasing. This equation assumes that the gross
domestic product is given as the summation of consumption and investments and thus the
net exports are balanced.'1

• The capital formation function, CAP:
Depreciation of existing capital and new investments specify the accumulation of the produc-
tion factor capital as follows:

A", = (1 - M)*TA-,_, + br/2 • [(1 - bk)hr • / , . , + /,] (5)

<*>£• is the annual depreciation factor, and br is the time length (i.e. years) per period. Labor
is exogenous and it is expressed in effective units relative to the starting year.

• The terminal conditions, TC:
The equation is applied after t ho end of the time horizon to ensure that the rate of investments
provides for depreciation dr. and the net growth of capital <//•:

K, •((ir + dr)<Ir (6)

• Non-linear market penetration penalty functions that help to avoid extreme penetration rates
of technologies.

Two are the basic constraints coupling MACHO to MARKAL, the demand for energy services and
the energy cost (See also Appendix A for Markal):

• The demand constraints:
They couple the MARKAL end-use devices Z, with the adjusted MACRO demand for energy
services DM': ddf are exogenous demand decoupling factors that could represent, among
others, annual rates of efficiency improvement

d»,>DM'ml = Dmt-c-d«&l (7)

is. /f(J-.i/) = — j|£ = ~f. e.g., the slope of the production function at the isoquant (for </c = 0.0). It can be shown
that if the production function is homogeneous of degree one then, the output increases proportional to the increase
of the inputs and thus we have "constant returns to scale". In the case of a constant elasticity of substitution (CES)
function, as the one used in MM. we have: a = J","^1/^> = tnl"/^/"ll) • ' ' w ' " '"-' s l | o w " ( ' ' a 1 v = 1/C ~ p)

' l lie Markal-Macro multi-regional model introduces trade and treats exports-imports as endogenous model
variable.
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• The energy system cost: E C
The annualizod energy system cost is expressed using the variables of MARKAL. Some terms
arc shown below: the parameter ,scr, is the specific investment cost per unit of capacity while
rrr, is the annualized capital recovery factor per technology. If Y represents new capacity
investments and IV the resource use then we have:

ECi — y^Vrf- scrt • crrt annualized capital cost
r

+ *%2,P>iki'W*ikt resource cost

+ .... other costs like fuel, etc.

(8)

The advantage of MM is that the demand for energy services is an endogenous model variable
that appears in (he production function. The dual equation of the production function, which
in »'Miniated as a first order optimality condition for maximizing utility, defines the demand for
energy services as function of shadow prices and of the aggregate economic activity. The energy
supply function is estimated in Markal and defines the marginal cost of energy services. Demand
and supply of energy services are balanced to clear the energy markets and define the equilibrium
price of energy. This equilibrium is satisfied as optimality condition in the model without the
need I») use an iterative approach. Thus. Markal-Macro is formulated as a non-linear mathematical
programming (MI*) problem which is solved directly. It is a "look-ahead" rather than a "recursive
dvnainic" model.

2.2 Profit Maximization and Demand Functions

We first consider a simple version of the production function in order to derive the demand function
of Markal-Macro. In this simple version the production factors labor, capital and energy services
are represented by aggregate variables.
Assume that V represents the value added by capital and labor, E the energy input to the economy.
Y the economic output and /*,. the price of x.
The model that maximizes utility maximizes also the profit function. The profit function equals
the value of production minus the production cost. The profit function to be maximized is:

7T = Y * Py - V * Pv - E * Pe (9)

that subjects to the production constraint:

Y = [a*V + b*Ef>}lfp (10)

Using the Lagrange function of the problem defined above:

A = 7T - }' • Py + V * P, + E * Pt + A * [Y - (a * V + b * E")1'"} (11)

and setting all the partial derivatives to zero, we get:

Pv = Py*a(Y/V)l-p (12)
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(13)

or the equivalent relations defining the demand for energy and the economic activity as function o[
their prices:

-l'{l-p) (14)

-1/(1-/0 ( 1 5 )

Those demand relations are implicitly imposed when solving for Markal-Macro maximizing the
utility function of the model. The elasticity of substitution can be estimated based on the relations
above: we have:

and since a = wll'ip /p")' w e ^ CT = 1/(1 ~ P)-

Other production functions:

Markal-Macro assumes a three factor function to describe the output Y, of the economy as function
of the primary inputs capital K, labor L, and energy services, D^s: the function takes the form;

Yt = [a * A T * if*'1"0' + (IT)

The dual equation of this function relates the price of output Po, to the prices of capital Pt, labor
Pi,, and the prices of energy services Pm:

= K \-o-\\H\-o) (18)

The production function finally selected in Markal-Macro assumes a factor-augmenting coefficient
ddf that represents price independent technological progress like efficiency improvement.

(19)

function becomes:

Y =

lation

[a * .

can

D,

, , , . t i , ,

estimated

n,t = erp~

m

applying

• * - " • " -

>„,

the

" '*

+ [ ('XJ)

Lagrange

Y,*(P„,,<

* Um

function. and

(20)
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2.2.1 Benchmarking the production function

Th'1 scaling factors n and !>,„ thai appear in the production function (excluding the ddf factors)
need to he specified for the starting year.

V, = [a * AT * I?*"-01 + X > * DU" (21)

Assuming that the parameters o. the capital's value share to the economic output and p (related
to ilie elasticity of substitution), are known, we proceed as follows:

• The demand constants bw are estimated applying the first order maximization condition for
profit, where the price for enery services equals the marginal cost of energy services (change
in the output per unit change of demand):

r,„ =OY/i)D„, = bm*(Y/Dm)1-''

• Then, if each bm is known, the coefficient a can be defined applying the production function
for th«1 first year where the labor index equals one:

Since t he marginal price for energy services P„,. is not a known statistical information, we have first
to solve the MAHKAL model in order to get the shadow prices of energy services. These shadow
prices arc the reference prices for the starting year that calibrate the model.

2.2.2 How MARKAL-MACRO works

The basic model advantage is that it, solves for the partial and "general" equilibrium directly
without the need to iterate on marginal prices. The model defines the price for energy services
based on the implied demand function of MACRO and the supply functions of MARKAL.

Dm,t = exp-W-w-') * Y, * (Pm,,/bm)- (22)

Simultaneously, the production function,

Y = [a * A'*1*0 * //""-Q) + Y,bm * (expd<lfm"At * Dm)p]1/p (23)

the basic USF. identity, Y = C + I + EC and the capital formation function
A', = (1 — f>) * ht-] + It obtain the feed-back between the energy system and the rest of the
economy, using capital and labor to substitute for energy. Labor is exogenous, the energy cost
EC is estimated in Markal while by maximizing of utility we specify the optimal share of output
between consumption and investments.
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2.3 Some final remarks

Maikal includes, on the to]) to the energy production sector, all end-use technologies and conserva-
tion options and allows to control carbon dioxide in the end-use markets to an extent not possible
in computable general equilibrium models.
This explicit description of the end-use technologies allows to model price effects on demand which
go beyond the effects of long term price elasticity and analyze ''belter'" the COn control cost. i.e..
to introduce back-stop technologies in the end-user's markets.n

Mavkal-Macro is a modeling invention. The reason for that claim is that Markal stand-alone is a
source of significant information used to calibrate MM. The shadow prices of Markal define the
reference prices for energy services and thus help to calibrate the model (specifications of« and b,
) for the starting year. Also some other parameters are defined using Markal. These are the most
important parameters of the model, e.g.. the elasticity of substitution ESUU = o. which specifies
substitution between the pair (K. L) and the energy services, and the demand decoupling factors
1)1)1. This chapter explains how these parameters can be estimated.

2.3.1 Elasticity of substitution

T h e difficulty in e s t ima t ing t h e p a r a m e t e r ESUH is d u e t o the fact t h a t ne i the r t h e ene rgy service
nor its price is a s ta t i s t ica l in fo rmat ion . W h e n the energy services c o n t r i b u t e t o a small fraction of
gross o u t p u t , the elast ici ty of subs t i t u t i on ( a ) , is equal t o t he own-pr ice elast ic i ty of energy services
(and not t o the price elast ici ty of final d e m a n d ) . T h e d e m a n d for energy services (in re la t ive t e r m s )
is given by the equa t ion : ''

E = Y'P-" (21 )

\V. Hogan and A. Manne have shown that in the production function of ETA-MACHO the fuel
price elasticity is given by (F = —rr/( 1 - s) where cr is the CES elasticity and * the value share
of energy to I he economy. A similar relation is valid also for the MM production function, where
(/.• = -ESV7i/( 1 - srx) refers to the price elasticity of energy services and .scs to lite value share
of energy services to the overall output Y. The relation can be derived as follows:

Assume that the demand for energy services, in relative terms, is given as above then applying the
logarithm and based on the definition of price elasticity for energy services we have:

<I: OlnP,

Thus, we see that if the economic out put V. was independent of the price for energy services
then, the elasticity of substitution will be equal to the price elasticity of energy services. This

"Heiter"' means thai we can describe technical coriwrvat ion options which reduce demand to levels beyond the
I011H term price elasticity. A price elasticity <r = ll.'l, for example, will reduce demand by 43% if prices quadruples. At
thai price range it is quite probable that good insulated houses (like zero energy houses) become economic and thus
ri demand reduction of SO1/ co.ild be obtained. Similarly, an electric car produces zero CO2 emissions, if non-fossil
electricity is used, at cost per kilometer which are probably twice or three times as high as for gasoline* cars. A model
based upon the elasticity of substitution requires very high taxes to produce the same reduction in CO2 emissions,
in 1.1 \-MA('IK), backstop technologies are introduced to capture the possibility to supply "unlimited energy" at
hi^li luit bounded cost and thus to "backstop" prices of energy supplies. The same approach becomes possible in
MA UK A I, fur defining "backstop technologies" to the carbon tax in the end-use markets. Either capital and labor
substitution for energy or the "backstop" technologies will bound the tax in a way that reflects reality better.

"I he form of the equation is quite similar to the final energy demand equation that assumes a unitary income
elasticity and a price elasticity rr.
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is approximately I he case when energy contributes to a small fraction of gross output. From the
definition of pi ice elasticity we have:

;•: _ !±iUL w ] i i le °'"y - ''< * UY - p' ± "Y * UK - p' * P 0E

_
since .sr.s = £jA. substituting we get the relation:

<E = —r^— (26)
1 — sen

The e(|iiation above is not quite helpful because it correlates two unknown elasticities to each other.
In order to derive a relation between the fuel price elasticity and the elasticity for energy services we
have to elaborate further on the function defining energy services. We can assume that the energy
services are defined by a homogeneous function of degree one (like the production function) with
final energy demand F and capital Z being the main inputs, e.g.. E = y(F,Z) [Dantzing. 1981].
In such a case the function </. can be inverted for F to define the demand function F = h[E,W),
if II' = X/F.

The relation F — h(F.\Y). allows to differentiate and define the partial derivative of final energy
use in respect to fuel price, based rn the definition of elasticity:

01 „F OF Pj _ Oh OW Oh dE . .

T F J I I ' * { W * W u' + ~ W J \ w i or ( 2 ( '

(f' ~ "i^TÖ" \E = i-vnstant +(Pj/E * 775") * (E/F * — ) \w = eonstant (28)
/' 01 j v'f "Li

The first component is the technological elasticity of substitution to be estimated using Markal
;it constant demand for energy services. On the other hand, the second component is "behav-
ioral driven" and refers to substitution effects due to price changes within the same technological
structure. Since the demand function E = g(F.Z) is homogeneous of degree 1. and the ratio
M" = £ = constant. we have OF/OF. = Oh/OE - F/E and defining: eEF = (Pj/E * •§§-) we
get:

(F = CMr+CEF (29)

Now. we can define the relation between (EF and the fuel price elasticity based on:

OlnE _PE OE _ ÖE P. ,OPrPE 0PF PE
[ ) { ) C^WT;) (30)

I'sing the implicit price of energy services. Pe =
 P' F^P' 7' (or | ^ = j ,

and the definition of the fuel share o. we have:

E • Pe

n o o (31)
1- • fF

Subs t i t u t ing for iFE we get:

f F = CA/r + C £ - « (32 )

Finallv. the elasticitv of substitution is:

jl-scs)
(33)
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This relation allows to assess a feasibility range for the elasticity of substitution. The fuel price
elasticity can bo estimated by econometric analysis of (he energy markets. Also, the technological
I'laMiciu and the oilier constants are estimated within the madding framework used. If the model
uses data that imply a high technological flexibility to substitute for energy services then. ct\lr gets
a high value. But. at high technological substitution and constant fuel elasticity, the elasticity of
substitution becomes smaller. Thus in that case the model becomes less sensitive to price changes
and lowers the chance 1o double-count energy savings.

Estimating ESUB

Based on the relations discussed above an appropriate range of ESUB can be defined. The exact
value of r.Sl'H is not easily estimated since the assumptions concerning the homogeneous function
of energy services are not always fulfilled. Markal assumes initial stocks of capacity and bounds
that distort the homogeneous function. Also, the relations defined refer to a static representation of
the markets while in our modeling approach wo use a dynamic inultisectoral market representation.
Examining Ihe Markal results in the reference cases and at different prices we specify the techno-
logical elasticity of substitution to be between O.I to 0.2. The low estimate refers to cumulative
final demand change while the high value refers to the demand in the year 2030. (Markal is a
muliipcriod and inultisectoral model and that makes it difficult to estimate one elasticity based on
the aggregate definition cilr = jfjj^j).

The procedure to estimate an aggregate energy price elasticity is based on econometric analysis
and time series that define prices, final energy use per fuel and the GDP of Switzerland. In order
to define the price and the income elasticities we assumed a demand relation similar to the one
used in Markal-Macro,

F( = V / * p ; (3-1)

/•*, is the final demand and Pj the aggregate energy price index. Ordinary least square analysis
lias been performed using constructed time series on average energy prices, final energy demands
and the GDI*. This analysis gives a very low price elasticity C; = —0.1 and an income elasticity
• 1 - {).!:>. On the other hand, the short and long term elasticities for Switzerland are much higher.
Finally, values of cy = —0.2 to — 0.4 have been adopted for Switzerland.
Assuming again that the fuel cost is SO Vt of the end-use device costs, the elasticity of energy
Services gets similar values to the price elasticities and varies between -0.2 to -0.4. If again, the
value share of energy services to the total output is 0.15 then, the elasticity of substitution will be
in the range of 0.17 to 0.3-1. The value adopted for Switzerland was 0.2 for being in the conservative
side and not underestimating the carbon tax.

2.3.2 Tbe demand decoupling factor, DDF

1 he 1)1)1' factor simulates technological progress in the energy sector but it can have different
interpretations. The most common one is that represents efficiency improvement independent
of price changes. Another interpretation is that adjusts for the non-unitary income elasticity of
demand. Filially. <l(lf can be related to the structural changes in the economy and the life style
changes. It follows an innovative interpretation of (he (Itlf parameters.
In M.\I the demand for energy services becomes an endogenous model variable. Generally, it is
not justified to generate disaggregated demand projections based on aggregate levels of economic
activity and an average elasticity of substitution. One has to differentiate between sectors of
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or low demand growth that differ to the average economic growth. For this reason MM can
be calibrated to the time dependent projections of more sophisticated simulation models. This
cdibratiuu is obtained by defining time and sector dependent demand decoupling factors. In this
wa\. different .scenarios can be simulated by defining different parameters per scenario. Energy
demand becomes a real model variable only under the COj constraint. The procedure for the
calibration is as follows:

In order to specify variable ddf factors per energy service and time step that mimic the results
of other demand simulation models, a production function is used where technological progress is
explicitly assumed. The function takes the form.

Y = [a • Kc ".Lr{1-a) + Y, b* • (cxP**' A ' • D,Y)xlf (35)

and links the primary input requirements of the economy, capital K, and labor L. to the energy
servers. l)j. The drlf'.* augment the production factor energy such that less energy is used for
the haine output. The dual equation is derived from f, = OY/dD,- and relates the price of energy
services to their demand:

W'^-YfiPu/bi)- (36)

The relation is reformulated introducing a time period index k.

,,, = rxp[ Y, -'ldf,.t • *t • (1 - e)] • y> • (Pußi)-" (37)

where <*)/ is the time step per period. If all the parameters and variables of the equation above
a i i known, then the ddflk can be specified applying the relation to each time period. Now. using
the MAKKAL estimates of shadow prices per demand P{t, the assumed economic growth and
the demand projections of the simulation models. D\, (e.g.. the exogenous demand constraints of
MAHKAL). we can define r/rf/,-,* as follows:

ddfj = 0.0 for the first period

and for k = 2.3.../

ddf,k = M / W - f b - i )•(/>-!)/(*'•/>) (38)

(39)

The procedure has been used for Switzerland and other countries. The user must start with Markal
and estimate the shadow prices for energy services and iterate with MM for the correct estimate of
I he economic output.
In conclusion: One of the main problems in using MM is to avoid double-counting of energy con-
servation. For that purpose, the model user should start with the proper estimate of the elasticity
of substitution. The adopted value for ESUB must be consistant with the database and the known
price elasticity of energy demand. Then, if more sophisticated demand projections are available for
the reference case time dependent ddf factors can bo introduced that simulate these projections.
This preliminary analysis is a prerequisite in order to have consistant estimates of marginal CO-,
control cost.
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3 Economic Implications of Environmental Policy

3.1 Scope of the study m,

The greenhouse (-fleet is one of the tnosl critical issues in environmental policy. The UN frame-
work Convention on Climate Change, article 2. states that: The ult imate objective of the
Convention .... is to achieve, ... stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the
atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with
the climate system.

At pie.sent. the global carbon dioxide emissions increase at a rate of approximately l(/f per
annum. Other greenhouse gases ((JlKJ.s) show also similar trends while their atmospheric con-
cent ration increases. This produces a global warming since more heat is trapped by the earth's
atmosphere. IPCC models [1PCC-90] indicate that even a stabilization of emissions to present
levels produces a linear increase in COn concentrations. In other words, a stabilization of CO-,
concentrations is only possible if the GHC emission rate is reduced. Global wanning will be
stabilized between 1.5T to •!"(' higher than present temperatures as long as the global Gi ld emis-
sions are reduced at a rate of approximately \% per year. This decrease of emissions will stabilize
(ilKI concentrations to levels of ö()(X more than the pro-industrial concentrations. This was also
the recommendation of the Toronto Conference in 1988 [UN. 1988]. Thus, in order to fulfill the
ultimate objective of the Convention on Climate Change and to "prevent dangerous anthropogenic
interference with the climate system" we have to reduce CO-, emissions by 50% in the next century.
Most of the natural scientists and the environmentalists see no reason to argue about these goals.
On the other hand, most of the economists argue about timing, the measures and the level of
carbon tax necessary to address the problem. They claim that the world economy itself is a very
sensitive and complex system and that unwise and unrealistic policy could damage the economy in
an irreversible way. Also, the optimal policy, i.e. a policy that takes into account the control costs
and the benefits to avoid damages is no' justifying high levels of carbon taxes. This is an ongoing
debate.

The interpretation of this Convention in terms of goals, appropriate measures and timing needs
further elaboration. On the other hand, one can assume that a uniform and unilateral CO2 emission
reduction by oO'X for all countries is a first option to start with analysis and define the economic
implications of f'O-j control. The next step is to search for more efficient policies and differentiate
among countries with different control costs and energy systems.

The scope of the s tudy is to examre the economic implication of fulfilling the UN frame-
work Convention on Climate Change by assuming different reduction levels of CO-, emissions in
Switzerland, relative to the emissions of the year 1990. The study continuous with the examination
of more efficient means of environmental policy like compensation payments for investments that
mitigate global wanning and the international trade of C'O_> emission rights, and concludes with a
stochastic analysis to define "minimum regret" policy for Switzerland.

The improvement of the ambient air quality in Switzerland can be obtained by reducing the
annual emissions of SO-- and NOT, as proposed by the "Clean Air Concept" of the Swiss administra-
tion [IHK-19S8]. This is introduced in all scenarios analyzed and the study identifies the synergies
of a combined policy against the global warming and the improvement of the local ambient air
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(|uality.

3.2 Main Assumptions

The study on the CO-, control cost is based on the scenario approach. A scenario is a set of consistent
assumptions describing the underlying social, political and economic developments in the country as
well as the necessary policy framework to implement the assumed development. Different scenarios
are described using the model Markal-Macro.7 The value of ESUB for Switzerland is assumed to
ho 0.2. This is justified due to the low level of substitution for energy that has taken place in the
country and the low price elasticity of demand.

• Socioecononiic parameters.
The assessment of the socioecononiic development i.e., population. Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) growth, industrial production, building stock development and car ownership, as
specified by the St. Gallen Centre for Future Research, has been used in this study [SGZZ,
1990]. The assumed population growth (0,3 %/a) combined with moderate productivity
growth, allows an economic development of 1.55 %/a, up to the year 2000 which is then
reduced to 1.28%. Therefore, the potential GDP increase is 70%. These assumptions refer to
an economic environment under a nuclear moratorium.

• Energy demand.
The socioeconomic parameters together with an assessment of the evolution of the specific
energy consumption have been used by a sectorial demand simulation model SMEDE [S.
Kypreos. 1990] to define the energy demand constraints for Markal. This data correspond
to the expectations on economic growth and structural changes in Switzerland. Finally, the
shadow prices for energy services of Markal are used to define the so-called DDF factors for
Markal-Macro and to calibrate the model such that the same disaggregated demand of energy
services is estimated in both models. Energy demand becomes a real model variable under
the COn constraint and allows to study the economic implications of COn control policy.
Finally, the explicit assumptions on technological change made in the demand simulation
model SMEDE and in the data base of Markal result to a stabilization of final energy demand
for the price development of the reference case.

• The end-user's price for oil and gas are exogenous and it is assumed to double in the next 15
years and from then on to remain constant up to the year 2030.

• It is important to distinguish between the marginal productivity of capital cr and the rate of
time preference r used in discounting of the utility across different generations. The relation
between these two rates for the logarithmic form of utility function used is: cT = g + r
where g is the growth rate of the economy.
The study assumes a real capital productivity cr = 5%, while g is an endogenous model
variable that depends on potential growth and on the cost of the energy system including
environmental control. The average economic growth assumed under a nuclear moratorium
is given above and in Table 1 which is a summary of the main assumptions.

' Most of the data, price assumptions and demand projections are based on the work of EGES [1998], Work is
progress for updating the database of the model.
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Table 1: Main scenario assumptions

indicator
population
GDP
(iDP
industry k construction
energy/industrial (iDP
commercial sector

freight
car ownership
share of car transport
car-kin
energy/car-km
heated surface
useful energy/ surface
oil price (dollars/barrel)

units
million
relative to 1990
Billion SFr 90
CiDP fraction
relative to !)ü
(iDP fraction

1O'J tkm
cars/1000 cap
percent
10ÖA-HI

relative to 90
ur/cap
relative to 90

1990
6.72

1.
314.
Ü.35

1.
0.61
1990
18.
147
.i i

45.
1.

c:u
1.
18

2030
7.3
1.7

534.
0.35
0.7

0.63
2025
20.
535
.7(5
50.
. i

82.
0.79
36

3.3 Scenarios and Emissions

All the assumptions discussed before, define the expected energy demand for the present energy
and environmental policy and the expected price development. This demand projection is asso-
ciated with a nuclear '"Moratorium" (MO) imposed by public vote in 1990. It is assumed that
the total installed nuclear capacity will remain in the level of 3. GWe to 3.25 GVVe independently
of the aging of nuclear reactors. This becomes feasible by extending the life of existing plants.
Another scenario called "Nuclear Available" (NA). is introduced for testing the GDP differential
and the carbon-tax differentials due to the nuclear a/; lability. It has been assumed that new
nuclear power stations will be made operational after tha year 2010 while their capacity is uncon-
strained. Similarly, the oil and gas imports are unconstrained for all scenarios analyzed in the study.

Sustainability constraints on environmental quality are imposed to avoid emissions causing local,
regional and global pollution problems. Imposing appropriate bounds on annual emission levels we
are able to satisfy policy goals on environmental quality as adopted by the Swiss "clean air act''
and to contribute to the global climatic sustailiability as proposed by the "'Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change".
In the reference case the emissions of CO-, are not constrained at all. while in all cases the emissions
of SO', and \Or where constrained to levels which represent the '"clean air concept" proposed by
the Swiss Government.
Different scenarios on the CO2 constraint are defined based on gradually increased limits on
CO-> emissions. The MO and NA cases are estimated first without imposing a constraint on C'O2.
Then, different cases are analyzed with the optimization model at different levels of CO2 control,
starting with a stabilization of emissions and ending with a reduction rate of 50% in the year 2030.
The reduction rates refer to the emissions relative to the year 1990.
It is of importance to notice that the SO-, constraint becomes nonbinding and the marginal cost
related to the i\Or constraint is strongly reduced by imposing severe CO-i constraints. Thus, we
can conclude that the required structural changes of the Swiss energy system necessary to fulfill
the Climate Convention improve the local and regional ambient air quality at no extra costs.
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4 Main Results

Thih chapter pi<\sents a Mimmary of the Markal-Macro results for the "Moratorium" and the "Nu-
clear Available" cases. This summary gives the primary and final energy, the electricity generation,
tli<' marginal control costs and the economic implications in terms of GDP losses. Finally, the
CDIII ribuiion to CO-, reduction by technology and due changes in energy prices and the economic
output is presented and discussed.

4.1 P r i m a r y E n e r g y

Primary energy consumption increases between 34% (C'02-unconstrained) and 16.4% (CO? con-
strained case), in the NA case. In the MO unconstrained case, the primary energy increases by 18%
and remains constant in the 50% CO-, reduction case. Total primary energy requirements (TPER)
arc given in Table 2 and for the different scenarios.

The level of primary energy use for the unconstrained reference development is in principle
exogenous to MM. This depends on the level of technical innovation assumed in the demand sim-
ulation model and the doubling of consumer's prices in the final energy markets. On the other
hand, the difference in primary energy use between the NA and the MO cases is endogenous and
depends on the difference in their marginal costs of energy services. The high production cost
of solar electricity in relation to nuclear electricity augments the marginal costs of demands and
makes explicit conservation measures attractive. The high marginal cost of demands in the MO
case reduces the equilibrium level of demand.
The marginal costs of energy demand are even higher when a carbon constraint is introduced.
This is due to substitution of fossil fuels by non-fossil alternatives. The high marginal costs reduce
demand for energy services (ESUB=0.2) while the explicit conservation options in the end-use
markets become more competitive.

Table 2: Pr imary energy in 2030 ( P J / y r )

case / CO-, reduction
Nuclear available
Moratorium

base
134«
1192

0%
1353
1165

20%
1326
1126

30%
1268
1116

40%
1224
1053

50%
1175
1000

4.2 Shares of Fossil, Nuclear and Renewable Energy

The imposed C0j emission constraint results into significant changes in the structure of energy
supplies: inter-fossil fuel switching (which has taken place in the base case and between the years
H)<)() and 2030) is important only at moderate levels of CO? reduction. Fossil fuel use is substituted
by mainly nuclear energy and renewables. in the NA case and at high levels of CO-< reduction. Two
effects take place in the NA constrained case; the carbon tax increases the fossil fuel cost of end-
use technologies and thus electricity substitutes for fossil fuels, while the low generation cost for
electricity makes conservation options in the electricity markets less competitive. The net effect is
a higher use of electricity to substitute for fossil fuels and a higher production of electricity from
non-fossil fuels.
The nuclear energy gains 26 percentage points (pp) relative to 1990, versus 2 pp losses in the con-
tribution of removables and 24 pp loss by fossil fuels. The inter-fossil fuel shares for the year 2030
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and at -30% CO, reduction are quite the same in both cases. Table 3 gives the shares of fossil
fuels, reiinwablos and nuclear energy as well as the inter-fossil fuel shares.

Table 3: Shares of Primary Energy (2030)

Fuel
nuclear
ronowables
fossil

base MO
.212
.171
.3X7

-20% MO

.256

.273

.472

-30% MO
.258

.32G

.110

base NA

.3R(i

.1-17

.-1S5

-20% NA
.-152
.152
.390

-30% NA
.-178

.102

.300

fossil fuel distribution (2030)

oil
gas
coal

,117

,127

.150

.52

.102

.01N

.52-1
,150

.02

,159
,121
.120

.5-13

.-127

.030

.53S
,1-12
.020

I'ifj,. 2 illustrates the primary energy use for the unconstrained and the 30% CO-> reduction cases.
Segments in the bars (bottom to top) correspond to coal, wood, oil, gas, nuclear energy and
renewable^.
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cases MO andMO-30%CO2

1990

^ H coal
E H gas

wood & wastes I
nuclear I

oil
renewables

cases NA and NA-30% C02

coal

gas

wood & wastes • § oil

nuclear • § renewables

Fig. 2: Primary energy use per scenario
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4.3 Fina l Energy

The final energy consumption increases less than the primary energy. This is due to the use of
fossil fuel equivalent to account for nuclear and solar electricity. The nuclear availability case
assumes a higher demand level than in the Moratorium case. The difference is due to the fact
thai conservation measures become less attractive (competitive) in the nuclear availability cases.
In the NA case and when a 30% reduction of CO? emissions is imposed, demand is stabilized to
the levels of 1990. while in the MO case final energy decreases by 4%.. The M-M results are similar,
but lower, to the Markal stand-alone results. This is due to the fact that in M-M the increased
marginal costs of energy Services under the CO-< constraint, lowers demand by an equivalent price
elasticity of 0.2. Another difleience in the results refers to the estimated fuel shares. Since gas is
not anymore bounded, the share of liquid fuels decreases to approximately 32%. Liquid fuels are
loosing 32 pp relative to the 1990's share, gas captures 15 pp and electricity 13 pp.

Table 4: Final Energy in 2030 (PJ/yr)
(779 P.1 iu 1990)

case
Moratorium
Nuclear available

base
846
893

0%,
826
893

20%
780
838

|_30%
746
778

4.4 Elec t r ic i ty Production

In the Moratorium reference case, the new production is covered by different fossil fuels (coal for
industrial cogeneiation. gas and oil) and hydropower. The contribution of renewables and nuclear
energy is less important. In the C0-> reduction cases solar, hydro and wind substitute for fossil
fuels with the exception of small cogeneration systems for services and residential buildings. The
potential of hydro-power, solar tower (in the Apis), wind and photovoltaics is ruther optimistic. Sig-
nificant is also the extra contribution of nuclear energy under the conditions of nuclear moratorium.

In the nuclear available case, electricity is now generated by nuclear energy instead of solar
electricity and hydro, while conservation options become less attractive (non-competitive). The
nuclear installed capacity is increased to 6.9 GWe by the year 2030, from 3.1 GWe in 1990. which
means almost a new nuclear reactor every six years, beginning with the year 2010. Table 5 illustrates
the situation.

Table 5: Electricity production by technology in the year 2030 (PJ/yr)

technology
hydro
nuclear
wind and solar
fossil
total

1990
110
71
-
3

1S7

MO base
132
92
27
64
289

MO -30%
135
92
47
7

283

NA base
120
157
-

L 2 3

300

NA -30%
118
196
-
-

314

4.5 Carbon Tax and Economic Implications

This paragraph gives the marginal costs due to CO> control. The estimated marginal costs are
proper estimates of the carbon tax required to meet the imposed constraints because the model
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reflects the feed-backs of the energy system to economic growth and the price effects on demand.
Table (5 gives the marginal cost, the GDP reduction per scenario and the annualized energy system
cost index relative to 1990.

Table 6: Marginal CO-, Control Cost (SFr/ton)
Moratorium (rounded values)

case MO
Stabilization
-20 % CO-,
-30 % CO,
-50 % CO-,

2000
-
-
-
-

2010
5
GO
155
250

2020
30
175
270
185

2030
50

265
385
1210

Nuclear Available (rounded values)

case NA
Stabilization
-20 % CO;
-30 % CO,
-50 % CO,

2000
-
-
-
-

2010
-

50
120
220

2020
-

120
200
520

2030
-

190

400
1210

GDP Relative to 1990

case
MO base
MO -30% CO-,
MO -50%CO2

NA base
NA -30%
NA -50%

2000
1.15
1.15
1.14
1.15
1.15
1.15

2010
1.32
1.31
1.30
1.32
1.31
1.31

2020
1.53
1.50
1.47
1.53
1.51
1.4S

2030

L 1.77
1.74
1.69
1.77
1.75
1.70

Annualized Energy Cost (2030) Relative to 1990

MO
1.

base
58

MO
1

-30%
.17

MO
1

-50%
.14

NA
1

base
.58

NA
1

-30%
.48

NA
1

-50%
.47

Comparing the nuclear moratorium versus the nuclear availability cases we can summarize the
conclusions as follows:
In both cases, the energy system cost is reduced when applying the CO-, constraint. This result is
the net outcome of two effects working in the opposite direction:
First, capital intensive technologies substitute for fossil fuels and increase the annualized cost. On
the other hand, the reduced energy demand lowers the fuel cost. Since the price effects in the MO
case are stronger, than in the NA case, energy demand and fuel cost is lower in the MO constraint
cases.
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The carbon constraint makes the unit cost of energy expensive, as illustrated by the level of the
estimated marginal costs. The marginal cost differentials between the MO and the NA cases are
only important at low reduction levels. Actually, in the NA stabilization case the C0-> constraint
is iion-binding. This means that under the nuclear availability CO-, emissions can be stabilized
without imposing carbon taxes. The study though, assumes a doubling of energy prices and a high
degree of technical innovation for the reference development.

Filially, the GDP reduction varies between 1.7(/f GDP loss in the 30'X reduction case, and -1.5'X
GDP loss in the 50 % reduction case. Another interesting index is to define the GDP per capita
for the cases with and without CO-, control. The index is 70\l kSfr in the unconstrained cases and
it is reduced to 72.7 kSfr. at 50(X emission reduction, starting from -Hi.7 kSFr in 1990. In other
words, a 00 (A reduction of CO-, emissions is associated with annual GDP losses of 3.-1 kSFr per
capita. This level is probably approaching the limits on the Swiss willingness to pay for protecting
the environment. More cost efficient and effective policies must be proposed than a unilateral
reduction of emissions bv 50' / .

4.6 f'Oj Reduction by Technology and Price Effects

One of the niosi interesting questions of this analysis is to evaluate the contributions of different
technologies or set of technologies to COj control versus the price effects on demand and the
reduction of economic activity.
Using an adjusted to the model definition of CO-, emission balance introduced by Prof. Kaya.
we get the components of CO-, reduction that compare two scenarios. This is illustrated in the
following figures and table 7. Notice that the term change in "efficiency" means changes in the
average efficiency that transfers primary energy use to demand for energy services. The use of
primary fossil equivalents to account for nuclear and solar systems asks for a careful interpretation
of the term "efficiency".

Table 7: CO-j Reduction by Technology and Price Effects in Mt/yr
Comparison between baseline emissions and -50% reduction in 2030

component
change of economic output
price changes of demand
changes in "efficiency"
share of nuclear energy
share of renewals (incl. wood)
inter-fossil fuel switch
total reduction

Moratorium
1.3
2.3
1.7
2.7
17.5
0.7
2(i.2

Nuclear available
1.

1.75
0.6
11.7
7.2
0.0
22.2

As seen in the subsequent figures, in the MO cases, most of the reduction is due to the contribution
of renewable* and mainly solar energy. In the nuclear availability case nuclear energy, followed by
renewable* have the highest contribution.
Int er-fossil fuel switch has a strong contribution between the starting year 1990 and the year 2030.
in the reference development. It is not important at all for the constrained scenarios. The nuclear
unconstrained development assumes 1 Mt less emissions by the year 2030.
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Moratorium; reference case to -50% CO2

1990 2000 2010 2020 2030

• • GDP reduction

I I nuclear

Demand reduction

renewables

efficiency

I fossil fuel switch

Nuclear Available; basecase to -50% CO2

1990 2000 2010 2020 2030

• I GDP reduction

I I nuclear
Demand reduction • • efficiency

renewables ^M fossil fuel switch

Fig. 3: Time dependence of CO? reduction; Cases Moratorium and NA
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5 Asking for Efficient Policies

Examining tlio results shown before and putting them in an international perspective [T. Kram,
1993] we conclude that Switzerland has high CO? control costs. This is because of the high efficiency
in energy use and the absence of coal as primary fuel for electricity generation. The high control
costs imply high carbon taxes and low public acceptance for environmental policy. In order to
study possibilities of more efficient environmental policies than a uniform percentage reduction,
some other options are further quantified as:

• Trade-offs between COn and other GHGs:
Here, instead of analyzing the control costs of COn alone all other greenhouse gases are
considered and the trade-offs are estimated.

• A 1 ax-compensation approach:
Here, taxes are imposed on the national level while the tax revenue is used to compensate for
investments on CO-, mitigation options.

• Trade on carbon rights:
Transfer payments across nations are introduced to purchase emission rights, and to capitalize
on the structural cost differences among nations and to identify cost efficient strategies in.
mitigating CO-,.

The first policy increases our flexibility by mitigating all different GHGs. The last two policies are
in principle methods to finance technological change in the national and international level for COn
mitigation while penalizing the use of fossil fuels by the introduction of a tax-rate proportional
to their carbon content. Both policies can be quantified by formulating non-linear mathematical
programming models where many countries or world regions are involved. These large scale models
can only be solved by decomposition methods. The results presented below are multinational results
of Markal used alone and not of Markal-Macro, This is duo to the fact that the decomposition
algorithm used to study international trade for non-linear problems is not established yet. Apart
of this limitation, the conclusions discussed here are of general validity.

5.1 Trade-offs between CO2 and other GHGs

The equivalence between the different GHGs is defined based on their global warming potential
(GWP). With the flexibility to trade-off emission reduction between different GHGs, Switzerland
could more effectively contribute to climate stabilization. At marginal costs of 150 SFr per ton
CO-, equivalent, Switzerland could reduce the major greenhouse gases by 30% from their 1990
level. Most of this reduction is due to CFCs and only 25% is due to CO?.

5.2 A Tax-Compensation Approach

Another promising efficient option is to combine a carbon tax with compensation payments to
technologies that mitigate GHGs. An effort has been undertaken to reformulate the optimization
model Markal for that purpose. The model selects the most appropriate technologies for receiving
compensation payments, defines the amount of capital investments to be compensated and redis-
tributes the tax revenue. These technologies are conservation options, renewable technologies and
end-use devices that substitute for fossil fuels or COn abatement technologies.
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A budget constraint is introduced in Markal that distributes tlie tax revenue among the can-
didate technologies to receive compensation. The compensation is a fixed fraction of the initial
investments to technologies that mitigate C'O-j. A variable fraction has been also proposed but
the problem becomes nonlinear and very difficult to solve. The most efficient compensation level
ol'initial investments that reduces the CO-, emissions at maximum, is- a function of the imposed
tax. Therefoie. in order to specify the appropriate tax and the fractional reduction of initial in-
vestments. ;i parametric analysis is performed, as described in [S. Kypreos. 19915]. Fig. I compares
the emission profiles with a pure tax and under a tax compensation scheme. The results refer to
the Moratorium case. The "base" case refers to the results without tax. The % 200/ton (' refers to
a pure tax policy, while the last case refers to a tax-compensation policy. Some basic conclusions

Emission profit«! for pure tax vs. a tax compansaHop policy

500

S200/tonC
S200/ton C & subsidies

2025

Fig. 4: Emission profiles for pure tax versus tax-compensation

can be derived out of this analysis:
The lower the imposed tax-rale the more important it is to introduce compensation payments and
to enhance t he efficient use of tax revenues. At $ 200 per ton of carbon. Switzerland slightly reduces
the emissions relative to the 1990s level. The introducion of a tax-compensation policy will reduce
emissions by Ki'/f. Finally, a tax rate of 1500 dollars per ton of carbon (or 120 SFr per ton CO?)
combined with compensation payments is sufficient for reducing emissions by 20% below the 1990's
level.
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5.3 International Cooperation

The si roti» differences in I lie struct lire of the energy systems across the OECD countries and
between OECD and third world countries enhances tho possibility to gain from trading emission
permits and asks for international cooperation. It would be more effective for the group of countries
willi high marginal control costs to purchase emission permits from the group of countries with low
marginal cost, instead of investing in (heir own national border for mitigating C0-> emissions. The
I rade of emissions will help lo obtain the same absolute emission reduction on the global level, but
at considerably reduced costs, since the most cost efficient measures will be selected.
Typical examples of studies that estimate the benefits of trade is the work of A. Manne and Th.
Rutherford. 199:} and the OECD study that applies the (iREE.N [0. Martins. 1992] model. Recent
work of the Energy Modelling Forum study 11. gives some more examples on the benefits of trade.
Mill, the aggregate nature of I he world regions excludes a detailed treatment of energy, environ-
ment and the economy. National models, on the other hand, are more detailed and represent the
organization level for people that allows to make decisions and apply policy. Integration of national
models allows to assess the benefits of trade in details but increases the size of the overall model.
An example of such an analysis is presented by 0 . Malm. He uses decomposition methods for large
scale linear models of different OECD countries. In this example Switzerland, the Netherlands and
Melgiuin are cooperating in order lo reduce their present emissions by 20(X in the year 2030. The
method used, the results obtained and the main conclusions are explained in [0 . Bahn. 1993] and
they are illustrated in Fig. 5

This figure shows that Switzerland will gain the most when participating in such a cooperation.
The optimal strategy reduces the tax level below 100 dollars per ton-C (40 SFr per ton CO-j) with-

out introducing compensation schemes.

Further reduction of tax rates are expected by applying a policy of emission trade in the inter-
national level combined with tax-compensation payments on the national level. The quantification
of such policies needs the use of non-linear programming. Also, the analysis of macroeconomic
implications and the feedbacks between environmental policy and economic growth need the use of
nonlinear approaches. It will be of interest for the international community to try to investigate
such options using a set of simplified general equilibrium submodels for the OECD and the main
third world countries with an explicit treatment of the energy sector, and define the benefits of
trade.
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Dndiecounted marginal costs of C02 reduction

Optimal
2015

2020 NL
2025

2030

Fig. 5: The benefits of C02 trade; Marginal C02 control cost profiles for countries
under cooperation versus unilateral control strategies. Switzerland, the country with

the highest marginal cost assumes the highest benefit.
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6 Stochastic Analysis

U n c e r t a i n t y is the essence of the climate change i ssue. The main source of uncertainty is
associated with the physics of the climate change, and consequently with the policy implications
concerning the level and the rate of CO? emission reduction or the acceptable equilibrium CO-,
concentration in the atmosphere. Such a situation makes it difficult to conclude on policy but.
uncertainty should not be a synonym of paralysis.s

In the previous chapter, we have been assessing uncertain or conflicting issues by defining dif-
ferent iicpnaries, Kadi .scenario corresponds to a given exogenous set of assumptions concerning
the level of int roil net ion of the uncertain parameters. For example, peoples disagree concerning
the importance and the safety of nuclear energy. Thus, a nuclear available scenario and a nuclear
moratorium are analyzed separately in order to define the implications of these alternative choices.
Fach scenario or s t a t e of t h e world s=l . . . .S . corresponds to a given selection (assumption) con-
cerning the value of the exogenous variables for which uncertainty applies. For instance. CO-2

emissions may not be restricted in the forthcoming decades, or may have to be stabilized or even
reduced significantly, say by 2O.'{(). Thus, a business-as-usual (M.\l :) scenario, a stabilization sce-
naiio and a reduction scenario can be defined to analyze the implications of these alternative
environmental policies. These .S=i{ scenarios, that have to be analyzed separately, can be described
as shown in Fig. 0. (when the time horizon is 1990-2030).

Notice that for each scenario s= l , . . .S , all uncertainties must be resolved before taking decision.
Such a method requires to guess (learn) the state of the world before taking action ( learn-then-
ac t approach). Moreover, it does not deliver a single set of recommendations (results), but as
much as «lie number of scenarios studied. Results are then presented for different assumptions on
economic growth and fuel prices and for different environmental policies.

In the scenario approach, the liest we can do is to identify and select robust technologies (i.e.. tech-
nologies that contribute to ail or most of the scenarios analyzed) as key technologies for making
investments in the energy sector or for \\k\) support.

6.1 Mathematics and Terminology

Instead of the deterministic scenario analysis a stochastic approach can be used where the ex-
pected cost or the e x p e c t e d util ity are taken into account as criterion of decision making.
Assuming that the unknown and uncertain "nature" will be revealed at a time point in the future
we can define our policy now by making decisions that take future uncertainty in to account. This
improves our flexibility and defines a more balanced approach a kind of insurance against risk. i.e..
a hedging approach. Further more, risk aversion can be taken also into consideration when

"There are other uncertainties related to the policy analysis for energy and the environment, like:

• The population development and the economic growth;

• The contribution of nuclear energy since the public opinion is divided:

• Security of energy supply, fuel prices and demand;

• Conservation options and the rate of technical innovation;

• fc-ouomio of scale and the learning curve for new technologies.

A comprehensive met hod that takes all these uncertainties into account and concludes on policy decisions is very
lulplul. to my opinion, in establishing a political compromise based on scientific knowledge.
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Casei

Unconstrained CO2
1990 2000 2030

Case 2

Stabilization

1990 2000 2030

Case 3

-10% cumulative emissions

1990 2000 2030

Figure 6: Three cases for the scenario-by-scenario analysis are denned to study
different C0-> reduction policies

making investments in the energy sector.

Suppose that we can define again S=3 alternative CO-, reduction policies (no reduction, stabi-
lization and reduction to be reached by 2030) to define three states of the world (scenarios). And
suppose that we can associate to each scenario .s = 1,...S, a probability Pa. We assume further-
more that all uncertainty related to the climate rhange issue will be revealed by the year 2010, so
as to know by that date which environmental policy to follow. The decision variables describing
these policies can be grouped into two categories: xx, the decisions to be determined prior to the
year 2010 (that is before the resolution of uncertainty), and x2|S, those to be defined afterwards
depending of the state of the world s that finally occurs. The problem described before corresponds
to a two-stage stochastic problem, which can be illustrated by the decision tree of Fig. 7:

Notice that contrary to the previous approach, uncertainty does not need to be resolved before
starting to take decisions (act-then-learn approach). The decisions belonging to the first stage
are indeed taken before uncertainty is resolved. Notice also that these decisions are common to
the S scenarios. They constitute the hedging strategy. This strategy is defined by minimizing the
expected costs (with MARKAL) or maximizing the expected utility (with MM) of all the different
states of the world. Let P, to denote the probability of state-of-nature s. The two-stage stochastic
formulation of MARKAL can be as follows, based on the expected system cost E(Z):

Min E(Z) = c c 2 ;2,j s.t.

Ao < b0
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1990

Casei

Unconstrained CO2

Case 2

Stabilization

Case 3

-10% cumulative emissions
2010

STAGE 1 STAGE2

Figure 7: Decision tree for the two-stage stochastic problem

/Ij • xi + A-, • x-,,, < K [s = 1,..., .5')

(40)
where the constraints are derived from the deterministic (i.e. without uncertainty) formulation of
MARKAL. to insure the feasibility of decisions and to link first stage decisions (xi) with second
stage decisions (.i'-j.,). This simple formulation, where uncertainty appears only on the right-hand-
side b,. corresponds to the decision tree of Figure 7 describing alternative CO* emission reduction
policies. Similarly, a stochastic two-stage MM can be formulated based on the expected utility
function. E(U):

Max E(U) = hCix^ + ̂ Ps-lnCix^,) s.t.
5

Go -Xi < d0

G\ • X'l + Gn • .1'2,, < d, {S = 1, ...,S)

(41)

Such formulations can be extended to do multi-stage analyses, when all uncertainties are not
resolved at the same time. Finally, the multi-objective function of the stochastic model with risk
aversion is formulated as:

M i n [ a ) J l

Ao-Xi < b0

Ai -xi + A-, -x2i, < b, ( s = l , . . . , 5 )

(42)

where A is a parameter of the multiobjective function that forces solutions with low cost variance
(and thus reduces risk). E(Z) is the expected cost as estimated in the two-stage stochastic Markal
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problem. The CAMS vorsion of MARKAL has been simplified and formulated as a two stage
problem for the Netherlands. The first studies with the Swiss stochastic model are based on the
Dutch version of Markal. Hut. the model modifications undertaken in the Netherlands are not
appropriate for Switzerland. This is due to the treatment of the electricity sector that excludes the
load profile. Therefore the original version of the model had to be re-established.

6.2 Hedging strategy with MARKAL

As previously mentioned, tlie scenario-by-scenario analysis does not provide policy makers with a
single set of recommendations, such as a unique tax level, to address the climate change issue. The
following figure K describe the main results obtained based on the deterministic analysis.

Marginal CO, Control Cost

Nuclear
nuclear . m c 0 2
Available -20% C02

C02 Stabilization

•50%CO2
Nuclear -30%CO2
Moratorium -20%CO2

CO2 Stabilization

2000
2010

2020
2030

Fig. 8: Deterministic model. Marginal cost estimates per scenario.
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A variety of taxes are estimated that depends on the nuclear availability, the level and the rate
of reduction. To overcome this drawback, we use a stochastic programming approach to design a
strategy to hedge for climate change1'. A stochastic version of MM being not yet available, we use
a two-stage stochastic version of MARKAL. This version has been adapted from Swiss MARKAL
(Kypreos. 1990) based on experiments made with the SP/OSL library (King. 1993). We consider
three slates of the world (SVVJ. SVV2 and SW3. respectively) related to CO', emission reduction:
baseline (no reduction), stabilization, and a cumulative 20'X reduction between 2000 and 2030
(relative to constant 1990 emissions). The last case corresponds to an annual trend of emission
reduction of 30' / relative to 1990. The assumed probabilities for the three states of the world are
2-V/i. ÖO'X and 25% respectively. We assume furthermore that the uncertainty related to the climate
change issue will be revealed by the year 2010. This problem can be described by the decision tree
of Figure 7. where the years 1990-95 can be viewed as a calibration period for the model. Three
deterministic scenarios have also been considered with the same time-cumulated CO-, reduction
targets as described above: no reduction, cumulative stabilization and 20% reduction (relative to
1000. between 2000 and 2030). The global impact of the decisions taken in the energy system can
hi1 evaluated by considering I lie total emissions of CO-, over time, see Figure 9.

Notice that in Figure 9. CO-, emissions for the stochastic case are reported with solid lines
and with dashed lines for ihe deterministic ones. Let, us now detail the solution of the stochas-
tic programming model. The hedging strategy between 2000 and 2005 consists in reducing CO-2

emissions down to a level lying between the deterministic stabilization and reduction cases. This i.s
to anticipate possible future reduction and to minimize the costs of adaptation to the state of the
world SWi that finally takes place. After 2010. if no reduction is required (when SW1 occurs). CO-,
emissions increase steadily up to the level of the deterministic baseline case. If a cumulative stabi-
lization turns out to b" necessary (SW2). CO? emissions are however allowed to increase slightly
relative to the deterministic stabilization case, because of early reductions made between 2000 and
200'). Finally, if a 20'X reduction has to be reached to prevent drastic climate change (SW3). CO-,
emissions are reduced a little more than in the deterministic reduction case, to compensate for the
extra emissions of 2000-2005. Another valuable source of information is given by the marginal costs
of CO-j reduction. They correspond to taxes to be imposed on CO-, emissions to reach the different
specified targets (stabilization or reduction), as defined in the pricing and standard approach of
Haiimol and Oates (197L). Table 8 reports on the undiscounted marginal costs of reduction.

Table 8: Undiscounted marg ina l cos t s of CO-,
emission reduction (SFr / t CO-,)

Year
•20U0
•2005
•2010
•2015
2020
202.')
2030

hedging
38
•19

stabilization

30
38
•19

m
70
101

SW2

31
Y-\

•)-i

70
ÜÜ

'l()Vi red net ion

101
129
l(j.'>
•210

•2ßb!
343
-137

SW3

182
•233

25)7
484
484

For the years 2000 and 2005. the stochastic programming approach computes only one set of

"Most of llic results described here are Riven in the report. (). Halm. K. FniKiik're. S. Kyprros. 1<J9(>
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marginal costs (column labeled hedging). It corresponds to a tax to be imposed on C'Oj emissions
to hedge for climate change. This tax is low and easily acceptable (around 9 to 11 cents per liter
of gasoline). Its introduction corresponds to a least regret strategy, which balance present regret
of imposing premature and cosily emission reduction with future regret of neglected reduction in
the past. Aft'u- the year 2010. when uncertainty about the climate change issue is resolved, taxes
are either removed (when SW1 occurs), or adjusted to meet the CO-> reduction targets (SVV2 and
S\\':i).

6.3 Conclusions

The first priority, in the carbon dioxide debate, is to establish a clear and acceptable scientific proof
(experimental evidence) concerning the global warming effect and its correlation to the increased
concent ralions of 1 he greenhouse gases. This is of primary importance because some leading indus-
t riali/ed countries argue that the scientific evidence is not given. In such a situation, they are not
yet prepared to initialize expensive policy actions for CO-, mitigation.

System analysis and integral assessments of the physics, the economics and the technological
aspects of I he problem are a prerequisite for understanding and structuring the debate on climate
siistainabilily. This report is an effort to document some quantitative results on the possibility
to introduce policies against CO-i. It concludes that even for an industrialized country with very
efficient energy system associated with high carbon taxes, enough options are available to drastically
reduce carbon taxes and effectively contribute to a sustainable environment.
First, the conclusions based on the deterministic results are discussed and then the results of the
stochastic analysis:

6.3.1 Deterministic analysis

The study enhances the conclusion that a combination of policies like carbon taxes in the national
level and compensation payments for CO-, control measures together with a system of international
emission rights is a policy that moderates economic implications while satisfying sustainability
conditions. How are these conclusions justified?

The results of Markal-Macro for Switzerland indicate that even a uniform percentage reduction
of emissions by 50% relative to the 1990's emissions, is feasible from the technical point of view.
The economic losses though, due to the restructuring of the Swiss energy system is a considerable
fraction of the expected growth. Thus, instead of a 77% increase of economic output by the year
"2030. relative to the year 1990. a net growth of 70% is estimated.
The equivalent per capita losses are approximately 3.4 kSFr or -1.3 % of the per capita GDP level.
This is probably, from the political point of view, beyond any acceptance. The associated carbon
taxes are also very high. The high costs ask for more efficient policies in the national level and
cooperation in the international level.
Introducing compensation payments and with the flexibility to trade-ofT emission reductions among
different (iHGs. Switzerland can reduce the tax level to a significant extend. This policy on the
national level, combined with tradeable emission permits in the international level will further
reduce the tax level. (See also. B. IJiieler and S. Kypreos. 1990).
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6.3.2 Stochastic analysis

Cilobal climate change is an uncertain threat, but a very serious one. The different options to pre-
vent this change from happening can be very costly. MARKAL and MARKAL-MACRO modeling
frameworks offer significant insights concerning the economic and engineering dimensions of the
climate change issue. In agreement with other studies, we believe that one of the best short term
strategies is to buy greenhouse insurance, starting with "no-regrets''10 options (Manne and Richels.
1992). lo remove subsidies and distortions of the energy markets and to introduce voluntary mea-
sures, as proposed by the WEC Conference in Tokyo, in 1995.

Simultaneously, technological options that represent long term alternatives to fossil fuels have
to bo supported, developed and demonstrated. This R & D policy is the best insurance against
global warming. The level of carbon tax and the outcome of cost-benefit debate is directly related
lo the technological progress in these alternative systems. Making, for example, solar electricity
cost effective reduces the carbon tax and helps to make CO* mitigation policy more acceptable.

A complementary to "no-regrets" policy would be to introduce low level and reversible taxes
(i.e.. the "minimum regrets" option as estimated by the stochastic programming approach). With
this, we could gain time to resolve uncertainty, and to select and proceed with better technical
choices, since alternative technologies will become available. In the longer term, if the threats arc
confirmed, efficient policy shall be based on international cooperation. Otherwise, if the climate
change threats are not confirmed, the low level taxes can be canceled without regretting the loss
of premature commitments to costly abatement strategies.

10" No-regrets" measures are those whose benefit, such as reduced energy cost and reduced emissions of local and
regional pollutants equal or exceed their cost to society, excluding the benefits of climate change mitigation.
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•— baseline

•—SW1

'—stabilization

•—SW2

20%reduction

SW3

hedging

Figure 9: CO-, emission paths for stochastic and deterministic cases
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7 Appendix A; The MARKAL Stand-alone Model

7.1 S u m m a r y

Tins Appendix gives a detailed mathematical formulation of the energy allocation model MARKAL.
The model is applied to study the problem of energy supply for Switzerland under different policy
constraints. MARKAL11 is a time-phased L.P model which is structured around a representation
of the Reference Energy System (RES) of a country. The variables of the model characterize the
various energy forms from the primary production to the end-use devices, the sources of energy
supply to the energy system and the installed capacities of the different technologies.
The following Fig. App-1. represents, in a schematic way. the energy (lows of the model. The model
equal ions describe the balance of energy carriers, the capacity build-up, the load management for
electricity, and the use of resources.
The objeclive function of the model refers to the discounted energy system cost for the time horizon
of the analysis. Other objeclive functions could be specified describing the oil imports, the use of
removables and the atmospheric emissions. Multi-objective analysis is a usual technique applied
lo define the trade-off between different objectives. The introduction of a carbon tax on fossil
fuels is discussed at I he end of I he chapter, that allows to specify control of CO-> emissions to a
desired policy level. One could state that the model balances the energy, materials, and
emissions as well as the capital and labor associated with the operation and expansion
of the energy system based upon a multi objective decision making approach. This
normative approach defines optimal use of resources and respects the environmental
concerns. Linking MARKAL with a macroeconomic growth model we can estimate
the economic implications of different policies related to energy and the environment.

The model distinguishes among technologies and the system sources of supply.
The sources of supply cover ail possibilities by which energy can enter or leave the system. This
includes import*, exports and mining. Another possibility exists which allows to stockpile a resource
in one period to he used in a subsequent period.
Technologies are divided to three groups:

• Processes: which convert one or more energy inputs to different energy outputs.

• Conversion systems; for electricity generation and/or heat.

• Demand devices: which compete to satisfy the end-user's energy markets.

7.2 Indexes, variables and equations

It follows a mathematical description of the model equations through a set of indexes, variables
and parameters. The exact description given in Fishbone. 1983. The purpose of the description
given here is to define the most important characteristics of the model without getting lost into

" MARKAL lias been mainly developed al BNL, USA anil KrA-Jfilich, in Germany for the IEA Energy Technology
System Analysis Project. The specification of the model equations and its data base is the outcome of many technical
meetings among the project participants. The participants have discussed, modified and tested the model in a series
of studies. The first Swiss version of MARKAL has been implemented under the VAX-VMS operating system. A
d;ita base with technology description and the demand simulation model SMEDE, both developed at PSI, generate
the input data for MAilKAL. The newest version of the model is miming under the Markal User's Support System
(MISS) on PCs and it has been developed at BNL.
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REFERENCE ENERGY SYSTEM

ENERGY SOURCES:

IMPORTS

EXPORTS

MINING

STOCKPILING

•

rRANSFORMATTON
SYSTEMS:

CONVEFtnON

SYNTHETIC FUELS

PROCESSES

END-USER'S

DEMAND

DEVICES

Fig. App-1. Energy flows in MARKAL

details. The option of stockpiling energy fuels with period -to- period flow lags (for example fabrica-
tion /reprocessing of nuclear fuel) is not described here. We don't describe also storage systems and
processes with variable outputs. The important model improvements related to regionalization, ma-
terial flows and the introduction of demand device specific load characteristics is not described here.

7.2.1 Indexes

• / = I T is the period index, (usually periods of five years are assumed);

• h = 1 . . . . / / is the year division index; (summer-day, summer-night, winter-day, winter-night,
intermediate-day, intermediate-night).
Accordingly, the time duration of each division of the year is given by the parameter £/,, i.e.
duration of winter-day= 1/2 * 2/3. of winter-night=l/2 * 1/3, etc.

• Technology indexes:

p = 1.... P is the technology index for processes;

r = 1,... E is the index for electricity production technologies other than combined power and
heat systems with pass-out or back pressure turbines;

v = 1..., N is the index for combined power and heat systems with pass-out turbines;

v' = 1,.., Ar' is the index for combined power and heat systems with back-pressure turbines;

0 = 1..., 0 is the index for heat production technologies;

(I - 1.... D is the index for demand devices;

d'" = 1.... D"1 refers to all devices existing in market m ;
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/• = 1.... U is tho index for all technologies included in the model,

and we havo the relation R = P + E + N + A" + 0 + D;

• m = 1.... M is the index for the different demand categories;

• j = 1 / is the index of energy carriers;

• s — 1 S' is the index for the system energy sources i.e. imports, exports, mining and
stockpiling of energy carrier;

• /,• = 1....A" is the index representing the steps of the linear cost-supply function of energy

• / = 1... . / is the index of the different emissions accounted in the model.

7.2.2 Model variables

• Capacity variables (stock):

Yn added capacity (investments) at time period I, technology r,

Zrt total installed capacity at time period t, technology r,

• Activity variables (flow):

Xpt Annual production of process p, at time period t.

Eeh, Electricity production of plant e, period / time division h.

M(hi 'Maintenance' of plant e, period / time division h

light Heat production of heating plant 0. period / time division h.

Huht Heat production of pass-out (POT) plant u, period /, time division h.

• Sources of energy supply:
Annual energy flow of energy carrier j , related to source s, step k of the
supply-price curve of energy carrier j . period /. The user defines in the

T,jjti dictionary file a combination of these indexes which are appropriate to
represent the specific situation of a country.

The heat production of back-pressure turbines is represented as a fraction of the electricity
production variable, since it exists a constant relation between electricity and heat produc-
tion. The electricity production of Pass-Out Turbine (POT) plants, on the othe? hand, is
represented by a complex relation invented to reduce the number of constraints required to
define such systems:

KTt = EZde' + *Ut * Ac„* • (1 - m„ )/m„ (43)

The parameters and the justification of this expression will be explained later on.
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7.2.3 Description of equations

• Capacity transfer constraint: These inter period constraints ensure that
the total installed capacity of a technology in a period equals the residual capac-
ity and the sum of investments done in the previous periods and within the life
time of a technology. V/.r

t

m = l-lr + l

I,, represents the technical and economic life time of technology r.

the parameter (,',.< represents residual capacity at time period /. technology r, that contributes
to the system cost by only its OiVM costs.

• Demand balance:
The model is driven by a sei of exogenous constraints defining the development of energy
demand DM,,,, .is function of time.'- This constraint ensures that for each demand
category HI and for each time step /,the sum of installed capacity of devices
competing in that market, exceeds or equals demand DMmt.

The index d'" refers to all devices supplying energy in market to i.e. Vr/'" € {1 D'"}
The parameter a;,/...,„ defines the fraction of energy output of demand device d'" which satisfies
demand category in. Usually the fraction is equal to 1. but some times a device could satisfy
two different demands. '''

• Fuel balance other than electricity and heat:

The sum of imports, mining and production of an energy carrier should be equal
or exceed its consumption. The equation is valid for each time step / and for each energy
carrier j .

'"'These constraints are defined either by using the engineering simulation model SMEDE or the MACHO submodel
in the MAKKAL-MACI5O model. The demand for the tiansportation sector is given as Wf'rt hielt * km and it is
transferred to energy use by the efficiency of the vehicle expressed as kni/GJ. Other demands are defined as PJ/ycar
of useful energy.

' 'This constraint should have been an equality. A usual technique to reduce convergence time is to define it as a
non-equality, and let the optimization procedure to reduce the extra (slack) capacity to zero.
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H,k Wsjkt * trj net production of fuel j by source s, step k :

+ 72,, A*r, * ' r j * "Irjt production by process p

+ 12rh Erfit * trj * 7<j( by-product j of conversion plant e

> 12,. A',,i * lipjt consumption by process p

+ Tl,,hi!.jj W»},jj.kkt * ßsjjj.t consumption of fuel j by mining fuel jj, step kk

+ S(/i EM * ßcjt * trj consumption by electrical plant c or u or v'

+ J2uh *fi«jt * H»ht consumption by heating plant 6

+ Hvh itvht^vjtttcv\,(\. — mv)lmv consumption by pass-out plant v

+ H,d ZdthUt * ßdjt consumption by demand device d

ti-j is the transmission/distribution efficiency of energy carrier j
from source to consumption.

~ipjt is the fractional process output to fuel j
per unit of process activity.

"itjt is the by-product output fuel j

relative to electricity output.

lipjt is the fractional input of fuel j per unit of process activity.

3(jt is the fractional input of fuel j per unit of electricity production.

liVjt is the fractional input of fuel j per unit of electricity production.

lifijt is the fractional input of fuel j per unit of demand capacity.

/i,,j,jj,( is the fractional input of fuel j for mining fuel jj

r/dt is the efficiency of demand device il.

Important is to remember that, even for coupled production plants the fractional inputs ß.
are defined relatively to the electricity output.

• Electricity balance:
V//. / . j=electricity
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Ylsk " 'jkt * lr * ̂ sh electricity imports minus exports, s tep k

+ J2c Edit * I'' production by plant e

+ H,,' Ev'ht * tr production by plant //

+ Y2r *Xpt * Ipjt * lr production by process p

+ £«[£/''•< + flfhtliCvhCi- - m„)/mv]tr production of pass-out plant v

> J2p b)i * ßpjt * Xpt consumption of electricity by process p

+ Unirf» K>hlh<"jt^ti"'mZd«'t/ild«'t consumption by demand devices d

li-j is the transmission/distribution efficiency of energy carrier j
A,,,/, defines the load fraction of demand nt in time division h.
A,ft defines the load fraction of source s in time division h.
tr means the transmission/distribution efficiency of electricity.
/)/, is the duration of time division h.

• The district heat balance is similar to the electricity balance:
Distr ict h e a t balance: V/*./ j € (list, heat

£2Ä //#/,, production by heating plant 6

+ XIi' Hi>ht * /''j production of pass-out plant v

+ XIi/' Ev'ht * ti'jh'v1 production of back-pressure plant u'

^ Um,/»' Kihiid"jf^d">mh]dt * %d"'t consumption by demand devices.

A,,,/, defines the head load fraction of demand m in the time division h,
Ifj means the transmission/distribution efficiency of district heat,
rvi defines the electricity to heat ratio for the back-pressure turbine.

• Load management constraints; Peaking constraint: lA

This constraint ensures that enough capacity exists to meet peaking requirements
at the time division with the greatest load.

"The peaking constraint should also include the contribution of imports and exports. It would have been more
appropriate to include another peaking constraint and force the peaking plants to satisfy the peaking fraction of
elect ricily consumption. This needs to define for each demand device consuming electricity the portion of demand
that corresponds to the peaking load.
The model includes a "base load" constraint where a fraction (95%) of the night electricity is produced by base load
plants. The heating sector assumes similar to electricity peaking constraints.
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H
NU

* I'J'L +
 / r *

RM)* bh
r / ^ Ap

(46)
I'aranioters i>Jlt and pj(. define the fraction of installed capacity which can be allocated to
load (renewable* have a coefficient less than one). The second term is optional and refers to
peaking plants C which are taken into account by their production and not by their capac-
ity. The factor (1 + RM) refers to reserved capacity necessary to meet the electric load at
the lime of highest demand. The factor increases the average load estimated by the model
(right-hand-side of equation), in order to compensate for peak and reserve margin.
As indicated in Fig. App-2 we have:

HIM - Ayi.;UMll.;
CAPACITY

11

EL ECTRIC

L0«3

Installed

sapacity

Averagi:

night lex id

DAYTIME (hr)

LOAD.QPR

Fig. App-2: Load curve for the day of highest load and the RM factor as defined in
Markal

Plant utilization:

This constraint ensures that the plant maintenance is less than or equal to the
plant unavailability minus forced outage.
The model has the option to allocate maintenance M,i,t to seasons of low demand.
The user has either to define explicitly the seasonal availability of electricity production i.e.
a(h, as it is the case for photovoltaic plants, or to define an average annual availability a,,
and the fraction of plant unavailability due to forced outage (o().
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In that case the model allocates maintenance to seasons, Vc,/, according to:

£ > / „ „ < Z £ , * ( l - a c , ) * ( l - 0 c ) (-17)
h

• Seasonal Plant availability (production):

This constraint ensures for each plant, that the electricity production in each
time division is less or equal to the available capacity minus scheduled mainte-
nance.

If availability is given by time division, i.e. by acilt, then:

Etht < Zet * i>h * <*iht (48)

Otherwise, if availability is given annually, i.e. act. then:

ECht + Mtht * h < Zet * Sh * att * [1 - (1 - ach) * o(] (49)

In the case of pass-out plants we have, respectively:

Evht + Hvht * hcvh/mv < Ztt * bh * athi (50)

or.

Evht + H»ht * hcyjm,, + Mvht * 6h < Zvt*6h *avt * [1 - (1 - avh) *oe] (51)

Similar eciuations i.e. Xpt < Zpt * apt are valid for processes.

• Bounds on technology implementation and resource use: The user could specify
bounds according to the following constraints:

i'ri < brt (52)

ZTt < K, (53)
Zrt<Zr,t-l*gr.t-l+bf (54)

The first two equations refer to direct bounds on investments and capacity, respectively, and
1 lie t hird one refers to bounds on technology implementation rate. This equation allows to
simulate technology implementation growth, if a technology is competitive, in order to reach
a pie specified upper bound Br in NP periods, starting from an installed capacity of br and
an average growth g. The initial technology penetration is:

br = Br*g/[(l + g)NP+l-l] (55)

The cumulative resource bound is formulated as an inter period constraint:

M W < Ä i s (56)
tk
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• Group constraints:
i li<' iiMM1 has the flexibility to introduce any relation between (lie» model variables in order to
define specific futures of the system not already included in the basic structural equations of
the model.

A typical example for Switzerland is the electricity use for heating systems which is restricted
cither by law or due to the existing capacity of the distribution network.

7.3 Emission and m a t e r i a l balances

The material and emission balance constraints are quite similar to the energy balances. A set of
nnii-biiidinj; (accounting) equations balance the emissions related to the construction, operation
and the final disposal of the different technologies included in the Reference Energy System of a
count iv. Only the direct omissions arc considered. The accounting of indirect emissions is quite
possible but it needs extra information related to the 1/0 balances of a country.
The approach to balance emissions is simple: some coefficients, included in the data-base, describe
the amount of emissions released per unit of energy use associated with a technology. The user
has also I he option to include the emissions related to new investments and to the imports/exports
of fuels. Similar to emission balances, material balances can also be introduced that specify the
transformation of materials through the investments, operation, or the final disposal of existing
capacity. (See ('. Borger 1990).

All it is needed is to specify in the technology data-base of the model the material requirements
per unit of activity (investments, production and final disposal), and to include the pollutants or
materials in (he appropriate sot definition of the model.
Anyhow, the best utilization of (he emission and material accounting constraints is obtained by
including in the UES abatement options and alternative technologies for material use or recycling
(I), (iiolon. I\ Oken. 199U). This allows to formulate environmental policy goals on pollutants
and obtain material recycling by including these balance constraints as partial objectives in the
multi-objective decision making framework of the model.

Emission balance:

The emissions for pollutant /. are estimated based on all model Variables e.g. capacity, investments
and activity variables, and their specific emission coefficients. It is the responsibility of the model
user lo define the input coefficients such that double counting of pollutants is not possible. The

lal omissions for each time step / and for each pollutant i are:
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Liu,t = total emissions by time step / and pollutant i

H*jk W'jtt * trj * c>jiki n e t emissions of pollutant I, of fuel j by source s, step k

+ J3 A*;, * Cpji activity by process p times emissions i per unit of activity

+ Hii, Edit * fif< emissions by electrical plant € or v or v'

+ Ylnh *lmt * HVh, emissions by heating plant 6

+ Hvh Hvi>t<wthcvi>{ 1 - '"i/)/'»!/ emissions by pass-out plant v

+ YLd Z<it/i<it * ff'if emissions by demand device <l

+ Yik ̂  '• * c*" emissions /. per unit of investments * investments on technology A-

7.4 T h e objective functions of the model

The most commonly used function is the function price, 2 , which is the discounted sum of three
functions, tho investment cost /,. the annual cost At and the salvage cost St. This function is the
most complex relation defined in the model.

• Investment cost

The parameter scrl is the specific investment cost per unit of capacity.

Annual cost

Zrt * fortlrt

FJ

Bhj
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* hc"h * (1 - m„)/mv * (ßvjt * delVjt + vvi)

(59)

The parameters are:

Pujict' the price of fuel j . source 5, step ft, time step t.

dtlrj,: the delivery cost of fuel j , to technology r, time step t.

fomrt: the fixed o&m cost of technology r, time step t.

i'r(: the variable o&m cost of technology r, time step /,

The specific cost, the fixed o&m cost and the variable o&m cost for electric plants or district
heating plants, include the transmission and distribution cost of the grid.
These grid-costs are explicitly defined in the data base of the model.

• Salvage cost
The understanding of salvage cost is associated with the concept of annualized capital recovery
factor. CR\. This factor represents the amount of money needed per annum to cover fixed
capital chargesi.e.. interest and amortization of an initial expenditure (investment) and within
a given number of years, i.e. /.
The MARKAL function "investments" I, charges for each new capacity Yrt installed in period
/, the full initial investment cost Yrt *scrt. This is equivalent of charging to the system cost at
period / the present worth value of fixed capital charges, CRh for all subsequent years until
the life of investments lr expires.
The situation becomes complex when the time horizon of analysis expires before reaching
the end of the life time of investments. These extra charges for the period after the end of
the time horizon, are the 'salvage costs' and they should be subtracted from the system
costs. In the following, the salvage formula is estimated following the amortization of an
initial debt, year by year. If So is the initial investment, d the interest rate, CRt the capital
recovery factor in / years, and Sn the remaining debt at the end of nth year, then we have:

(60)

So (61)

(62)

(63)

Since at the end of the horizon, Si = 0.0, the last equation can be solved for the CR\ i.e.

' l (61)

Si

Si

= So >

= [So

= So =

= So-

* (1 + d) —
*(l+rf)-

*(l + rf)"-

* ( l + d ) ' -

CRi
•CR,

-CR

CR,

*s0
*S0]

I* So

*(1

* So Y^
Jfc=O
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In the case that n represents the end of the time horizon then the term S„ is the salvage cost
and it must be subtracted. Prior to subtraction, the salvage cost must be discounted back to
the year when the investments were made. The definite formula is as follows:

S, = £ Vr. * *crt*dft * [1 - (1 + d)-»'l'"i'+l'-T-"]/[l - (1 + d)-"""1*] (65)

Where. ///>/; are the years per period (usually five). dft is the discounting factor, i.e. dft =
(1 + d)~yr'"ll'~t+l). and lr is the economic life time of technology. This formulation is very
complex. A more elegant solution is obtained in MARKAL-MACRO. In this model only the
aiinualized capital recovery costs CRi of new investments are considered year by year and
thus the salvage cost becomes meaningless !

The objective function price. 2

Tin1 function "price" is the discounted sum. to the beginning of the time horizon, of the
three functions discussed before. There is a difference in discounting the annual cost and the
investment costs. The annual costs are first discounted to the beginning of a period, by the
factor f//(). and then to the beginning of time horizon, by dft. We also assume that investments
take place at the beginning of a period. We have the relations :

<IJo = Z U + ' T * (66)
k=n

df, = ( i + (/)-»«••<•-»» (67)

2 = (68)

7.5 Multi objective analysis

The model defines other objectives, like:

• Security 5 . which is the cumulative sum of weighted fossil fuel use. The most simple version
of Security" is the cumulative oil use.

• Renewables 7v. which is the cumulative use of renewable resources.

• Environment £. which is the cumulative emissions of different pollutants i.e. NOr or C0->,
etc.

• Qslope represents a family of functions which is a linear combination of two objectives.

A typical example of 'Qslope' is the function:

Q = 2 + n*S (69)
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One could perform parametric analysis minimizing Q at different values of n. i.e. the slope of Q.
A value ~" of the slope could be found, in the feasible space of (Z, S), which defines a desirable
"Security" level. cS'*.

It can be shown that the minimization of Q at TT". gives the same results as the minimization
of Z. when an increased oil price schedule is assumed, according to:

7/, = /;, + - ' * ( l + </)' (70)

(/ represents the year and not the period). The price increase it" * (1 •+• (/)', could be interpreted as
the necessary oil tax able to obtain a 'security level' S", at optimal energy system costs.15

A similar application is possible in the CO? control problem, which allow to specify the carbon
tax necessary to fulfill, at optimum, a given cumulative reduction of CO? emissions.

Qco, = 2 + TT* Sco, (74)

The CO-, emissions, (excluding C'O> abatement systems) could be estimated as:

Where. I], is the primary fossil fuel use and c,, is the corresponding specific emission coefficient in
krjCO,/(U.
In a similar way to "security", the carbon tax necessary to obtain a reduction of emissions to a
desired level, could be defined out of the slope ~" which corresponds to the given policy goal. i.e.
£ = &[•,„•„„,„. the carbon tax is:

The procedure to estimate the appropriate coefficient IT" is obvious: A parametric analysis
must he clotte. performing a set of opt iniizations. with different price schedules until the cumulative
reduction of CO.. emissions satisfies the policy goal. The selected value of the parameter w" de-
pends upon the structure of the energy system, the technological options available and the policy
constraints imposed i.e. the availability of the nuclear energy, etc.

' 'The optimization problems of Q and 2 are quite similar. They have exactly the same constraints and similar
objective functions. The only difference appears iii the specification of their annualized cost of resource use.
Assuming that 2 r e , ( defines the common part of the objective functions, then we have:

Q = Zrei, + ^2p,kJt * W,kJ, * df, + if *
skjt akjt

or,

<kjt

Therefore 0 = 2 at
' (73)
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7.6 T h e pass-out t u r b i n e s

Th'1 pass out turbine (POT) produces he.it by "passing steam outv of the low stage turbine to a
heat exchanger and thus to a district healing network. The POT could operate following the load
demand for heat and thus reducing part of the electricity production. MARKAL allows to optimize
the mode of operation of POT plants according to the load changes. The electricity production
takes values within the shaded part of the following Fig.App-3. and under three constraints:

• IJelow tine (.1). since the maximum feasible quantity of superheated steam passing through
the high pressure stage is limited.

• Above line (/i). which limits the heat production, since enough steam should pass the low
stage of the turbine to cool the rotor.

• Left to line (C). limited by the size of the heat exchanger.

Heat production

" * Hmax * "

potqpr

Fig. App-3: Area of possible operation of pass-out turbines

Using the following definitions he = AEmar/ //„,ax >-c-i tho slope of line [A), and m = AEm(U./ EmaT,
the maximum fractional losses of electricity, and assuming that condition (C) is not limiting, we
can estimate that the electricity production should be above line (B) (first constraint), and below
line (A), i.e.. within the shaded part of the figure.

E > H *(l-m)/m*hc (76)

E < Emar-H*hc (77)

Introducing now a new variable for electricity. E' = E — H * (1 — m)/m * he. we get the relation
/•-' > ().(). which is always satisfied in L.P problems, and the known availability constraint.

E' + JI *hc/m< Emai (78)
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8 Appendix B; Sensitivity Analysis

8.1 Scenarios analyzed wi th the US d a t a base

Due to the uncertainty associated with the specification of the basic model parameters a sensitivity
analysis is performed, changing the values of ESUU. and AEEI16 Some conservation options are
also introduced as end-use technologies in the residential sector. It follows a list of scenarios studied
while the main results are presented and discussed below. The work described here has been accom-
plished during my visit at the Brookhaven National Lab.. USA in 1992, The analyzed scenarios are:

• HCIDP : The basic reference case using the available data for MAI, the so-called US demo
case. The parameters used are, ESUB=0.5 and AEEI=0.0

• IIAEE : This case is as the previous one but the AEEI=0.5(X per year

• llEST : This case is as the previous one. e.g.. AEEI=0.5% / year, but ESUB=0.3

• HCOX : This case corresponds to IKiDP with one exception. A very efficient but expensive
conservation technology is introduced in the residential space heat sector Rl. This technology
is competitive only due to the CO-, constraint and no competitive in the unconstrained case.

Matrix of cases analyzed

name
HCDP. ( '02 unbounded
HCJDP. -20 % CO2
HAEE. CO2 unbounded
HAEE. -20 % CO2
HESU. CO2 unbounded
HESU. -20 % CO2
HCOiX. ("02 unbounded
IK 'ON. -20% ('02

ESUB
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.5

AEEI
0.0
0.0

0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005

0.0
0.0

Conservation Potential
low
low
low
low
low
low

high in H 1
high in Rl

The 20 percent reduction of ('On emissions refers to the 1990s level of emissions.

8.1.1 Autonomous efficiency improvement, AEEI

There follows a short description of the results with some conclusions:

"'In I lie vear 199'.' <lie term A A El was used instead of DDF.
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Sensitivity analysis on AEEI
!

AEEI =0.0 I AEEI =0.5 % /year

demand level for residential heat (R l )

Unconstr.
-20% CO2

1990
4.5
4.5

2020
8.
6.4

1990
1.5
4.5

2020
8.0
6.3

marginal cost of residential heat demand $ /GJ

Unconstr.
-20% CO2

1990
9.8
9.1

2020
12.1
16.G

1990
9.5
9.1

2020
10.8
17.

Total demands in Exajoules

1990 2020
Unconstr. 60.07 108.9
-20% CO2 60.67 83.19

1990 2020
60.67 104.74
60.67 81.732

GDP in Trillion dollars

1990 2020
Unconstr. 3.542 7.081
-20% CO2 3.542 6.822

1990 2020
3.542 7.328
3.542 7.068

marginal cost C-tax dollar/ ton C

2020
327

2020
327.8

The AEEI factor allows to study different scenarios by taking into account exogenous, indepen-
dent of prices trends in energy efficiency. An annual improvement of efficiency by 0.5 percent has
significant influence to the overall results.
The relation </„«»,» = dt * e~aee"', when applied for AEEl=0.005 and thirty years, should have
reduced useful demands by 14%, if everything else was constant. The actual reduction of demands
is only 4%. The difference between the expected and the estimated demands is explained due to
the induced higher economic growth and the changes in the marginal cost of demands.

The AEEI factor "makes energy inexpensive"' in the sense that the "Gross Output" needs less
energy to be produced. The induced economic growth due to efficiency improvement (at no extra
costs) is 3.5 percent by the year 2020. This GDP growth shifts demand to a higher level than
the estimated value, when all other model variables would have been constant. The GDP-shifted
demand remains anyhow lower than the equilibrium demand at AEEI=0.0. This demand reduction
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i.i a scoria I cd with lower (or equal) itiargitiaJ costs per unit of demand, (a lower demand could be
satisfied by either the same marginal technology or by the next less expensive one). Due to the
reduced price of demands the equilibrium value of demand is again increasing. Finally, equilibrium
i* obtained at -I percent less demand than in the case with AEEI=0.0.
Thih behavior is illustrated in the following figure.

Demand curves

Marginal

Cost

P

Supply curve S1

14%

Demand Q

The equilibrium point A moves to C. It should have been at B
if all other model variables were constant.

ESUB.QPH

Fig. Bl; "Autonomous efficiency improvement" and difference between partial and
general equilibrium results

8.1.2 Elasticity of substitution

The nexl parameter modified is the elasticity of substitution. The definition of ESUB is: a -
'"'"' ll'l,\. If 1\SITB=O.5. \7i change in the relative ratio between value added (capital-labor pair)" I n l / ' . / / ' ,

and energy, needs a '2'/ change in the relative price ratio (denominator). For ESUI$=0.30. l'X
change in the nominator needs a relative price ratio change of 3.33%. (Therefore, reducing ESUB
we make more difficult lo substitute energy by capital and labor)
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Sensitivity analysis on ESUB
ESUB has been reduced to 0.3 from 0.5

ESUB=0.5 AEEI=0.5% | ESUB=0.3 AEEI=0.5%

Total demands in Exajoules

Unconstr.
-20% C02

1990
60.67
60.07

2020
104.74
81.73

1990
60.67
60.67

2020
V. .02
81.42

GDP in Trillion dollars

Unconstr.
-20% C02
GDP loss

1990
3.542
3.542

by 2020

2020
7.328
7.068
3.5 %

1990
3.542
3.542

2020
7.316
6.958
4.9%

marginal cost C-tax dollar/ton C

2020
327.8

2020
442.6

Examining the results we realize that the CO-i control cost is sensitive to ESUB while energy
demand and GDP change at a lower rate. One conclusion is important, the level of tax is a
function of ESUB and thus the value of the elasticity of substitution to be adopted in the analysis
needs a good justification.
A reduced value in ESUB means that it is more difficult to substitute for energy by using capital
and labor. This explains the reduced growth. The question is how the higher carbon taxes, in the
('02 constrained cases, can be explained?
Thi.s reaction of the model is illustrated in Fig. B2. Dl is the demand curve at a = 0.5. The
equilibrium point is at l\. Introducing a carbon constraint, the cost of supplying energy increases
and the equilibrium moves to P,. i.e.. at lower demand and higher price. The tax corresponding to
this situation is J\. With a lower elasticity of substitution, the demand curve D2, becomes more
steep, ibe equilibrium point moves to P3 and the tax increases. Energy use increases.
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D2, ESUB=0.3

S2=S1+C02cost

S1

Q

P1: Equilibrium without CO2 control

P2: Equilibrium with CO2 control, ESUB=0.5

P3: Equillibrium with CO2 control and ESUB=0.3

Fig. B2: Carbon tax response when reducing the elasticity of substitution. Shifts in
the demand function due to a lower elasticity of substitution, need higher taxes i.e.,
T-J > T\» to stabilize emissions. Simultaneously, the rcodel reduces GDP and increases

energy use.
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8.1.3 High conservation potential

55

Base case vs a higher conservation potential in Rl

marginal cost of residential heat demand $/GJ

U n const r.
-20% CO2

199Ü
9.8
9.1

2020
12.1
10.6

1990
9.8
9.7

2020
12.1
14.3

demand for residential heat

Unconstr.
-20% CO2

1990
4.5
4.5

2020
8.

0.4

1990
4.5
4.5

2020
8.0
6.9

GDP in Trillion dollars

Unconstr.
-20% CO2

1990
3.542
3.542

2020
7.0«l
0.822

1990
3.542
3.542

2020
7.081
6.832

marginal cost C-tax dollar/ton C

2020
327

2020
314.1

A now technology is introduced in the space heating sector Rl which conserves energy at high cost,
;i kind of "backstop" technology for carbon taxes in the end-use markets. The cost of conservation
for R 1 was defined such that it becomes economic only under the CO-> constraint. Thus, the
unconstrained cases are t he same. Now. in the constrained cases the marginal cost of Rl decreases
duo to the new conservation technology, the demand increases due to the reduced marginal cost
of Rl and finally. GDP increases because a cost effective technology is introduced. This behavior
explains ilie ability of MM to capture feed-backs between the energy system, demand variation
and economic implications in an integrated framework. It takes sometime to understand the model
results but then von admit that this behavior is reasonable.
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Marginal

Cost

!=S1+C02 control cost

S3

S1

Demand Q

A: Equilibrium at CO2 unconstraint case

B: Equillibrium with -20% CO2

C: Equillibrium with conservation options CONSERQPB

Fig. B3: Changes in equilibrium demand under CO2 control and conservation
options. Efficient conservation options reduce taxes, increase energy service and the

economic output.

The figure explains how a new conservation option changes the equilibrium point under the
('()•> constraint. The first supply curve (SI) corresponds to the results obtained in the base case.
The second supply curve (S2) corresponds to the supply cost of CO? control. The S3 curve includes
conservation options (HCON case). The introduction of the COo constraint in the reference case
increases the marginal costs of supply from 12.1 $/G,J to 16.6 S/GJ. This is either due to the need
to substitute for fossil fuels that generate electricity or to use new and expensive end-use devices.
The high marginal cost reduces demand in a significant way. Now, introducing a conservation
technology we can satisfy demand at lower cost. Thus, the marginal cost is reduced to $ 14.3 /GJ.
Simultaneously demand ROCS to 6.9 from 6.4 Exajoules, (the Rebound effect).

8.2 Conclusions on sensi t ivi ty

Changes in the demand and supply function of the model have been introduced and the model
behavior is illustrated. The sensitivity analysis done explains how the modified coefficients of the
model (AKEI and ESUB) influence the results and the estimated carbon tax. The conservation op-
tions explicitly introduced in MARKAL-MACRO define anew supply curve with significant changes
in the equilibrium point between demand and supply and reduces the carbon tax. Therefore, it is
of primary importance to properly define the model coefficients and the options for conservation.
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9 Appendix C; Partial equilibrium

9.1 Introduction

r.iiviroiiiiicnial policy inlroducos severe constraints in the energy systems of a country. There is a
iK-od lor consist cut calculations that properly represent and capture the feed-backs between energy
demand and supply and between the energy system and the overall economy. This Annex formu-
lates an algorithm as a non-linear optimization problem (NLP) that establishes partial equilibrium
between energy demand and supply and clears the energy markets.
KcoMoiiK'trie simulation models project energy demand as function of economic activity, fuel prices,
technical innovation and policy actions. Linking this econometric models with engineering bottom-
up models via an endogenous specification of the energy intensities we can estimate demands for
energy services as function of prices, income and other exogenous variables.
Finally, linking the demand projections with an energy supply model we can merge together models
based on a technological representation of the energy .system with models describing the consumer's
behavior and define the equilibrium fuel prices in the energy markets. The algorithm solves forequi-

ECONOMETRIC
SUBMODEL

(Price, income.ete)

Fina^
Demand

E>-

Energy
Intensity

ENGINEERING
SUBMODEL

Buildings
Industries
Transportation

1

Useful

Demand

ENERGY

ALLOCATION

MODEL

Efficiencies

Shadow prices

The overall synthesis is obtained by maximizing the producers

and consumers surpluses
surplus

Fig. Cl: The flow of information across the submodels

libriiirn using optimization methods and guaranties consistency between the different submodels.
Figure ('1 gives an overview of the proposed link.17

' ' Prof. H. Loulou (199'1) has re-initiated the issue in 1994, presenting a linearized version of the algorithm for
partial equilibrium based on PIES. Afterwards and independent of my proposal. Denise Van Regemorter of the Center
lor Kconomic Studies KULouven, Belgium, developed the partial equilibrium approach similar to the one proposed
in tlii* report ami introduced the programming changes in MARKAL.
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9.2 The PIES algorithm

I 'he PIKS"* algorithm defines the partial equilibrium between energy demand and energy supply as
an optimization problem. The basic idea is that the equilibrium point (Pe.Qr) which is defined as
the interception of the demand and supply curve can also be defined as the point that maximizes
I In1 producers and consumers surpluses. The following Figure explains this idea in an intuitive way.
The surface SA (the integral below the demand curve) minus the surface S[S (the integral below
the supply curve) gets its maximum when the variable Q (starting from Qa) becomes Qe. This is
equivalent to the statement:

INVERSE
DEMAND CURVE

Pd=f(Q)

INVERSE
SUPPLY CURVE

Ps=f2(Q)

S(q)= (Pd(q)-Ps(q))dq =

The maximization of S(q) identifies

the equilibrium point (Qe.Pe)

Qa Qe Q uantity

The PIES algorithm defines equilibrium between demand and supply

by maximizing the consumers and producers surpluses S(q).

Fig. C2: The PIES algorithm

Max Z(Q)= / Pd(q)(lq - / Pf(q)dq = Mar (SA - SB) = Z(Qt)Jo. Jo,
(79)

/'/{«/) and l\(q) are the inverse demand and supply functions. Obviously, differentiating relative
to quantity q. and applying the maximization condition we get /J,f = l\ = I',.
It follows an example that demonstrates the relation given above when the demand and supply
functions are analytically defined. Assuming that energy demand increases with income 1' and
decreases with price P. and that n and a are the income and price elasticities of demand, the
function can be written as:

Qd = y° * PT (80)

'"Tin1 lirst publication that refers to this algorithm is due to \V. W. llogan Eroin the year 1975 and discusses the
partial equilibrium in tlic level of final energy use.
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The supply function is assumed to be an increasing function with price.

Q> = « i? (81)

The inverse demand and supply functions are:

P* = IQd/YT1"

P, = (Q,/«)ih

In such a representation of the energy markets the equilibrium point is defined as the point where
I'd = P, = Pp. This equation defines the equilibrium demand as:

Usually complex energy systems and the supply cost functions are described with the help of a
linear programming (LP) model like MARKAL. In such a case we can easily extent MARKAL and
formulate the partial equilibrium problem making the following observations:

• The surface below the supply function P,. given for a demand category and a time step,
corresponds to the objective function Z of MARKAL which is called PRICE. The objective
function Z is the discounted system cost over all time periods that satisfies a prespecified set
of energy services or demands.
The marginal cost per demand category equals to the increase in the system cost per unit
increase of demand. Thus, the margr *»1 cost per unit of demand (price) integrated over the
corresponding range of demand (quantity) defines the surface below the supply curve.

If Pq = OZ/dq is the shadow price of demand,

the surface below supply is: ^ / Pq,dq = ^ / T7—d(]i = AZ (A objective function)

(83)

• The demand function can either be an explicit analytical function to be integrated directly,
or a linearization of the demand function is necessary (see R. Loulou 1994).

Therefore, the partial equilibrium problem can be defined, using the standard abbreviations of the
MARKAL model, as follows:

Mar Z(q) = /'' P„{q)dq - f' P.(q)dq = [* Pd(<l)dq ~Y
J1« JU J1a j

S.t.

Bx — q = 0 q is the vector of demand variables

Ax > b the usual MARKAL constraints

(84)
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If the demand function is the one given above i.e.. D/Do = (P/Po)~° then the surface below the
demand curve is defined directly by integration, lor a = 1/(1 - p) we have:

A V / ) = - ^ r r * ( 9 / > - ^ ) (85)

and the NLP problem solving for partial equilibrium can be formulated as follows (excluding the
constant terms):

p.
Max Z(<i) = nyr* * ̂  ';*_, * gf1 - ^ c} * Xj

S.t.

B.r - 7 = 0

Ax > b

(8(5)

The lijfr.f represents the years per period while the shadow prices P,, „ are given in discounted values.
In other words, the old objective function Z. of MARKAL called "PRICE" has to be changed to
a new function called "SURPLUS" defined as the integral of the demand function minus the old
"PRICE " function. The demands </, become now variables in the GAMS formulation.
Thu.s. the procedure for solving the partial equilibrium problem could be as follows:

• Define first a set of demands for energy services in MARKAL. solve the inelastic MARKAL
problem e.g.. with fixed demands, and specify the first equilibrium point (Po,f,Qo,e) for each
time period and demand category.

• Then, assuming as starting point of integration. Qa = 1/2 * Qü c i.e., the half of the value
estimated in the first MARKAL solution, and Pa = P0,e( l/2)~". integrate and solve for partial
equilibrium using the new objective function "SURPLUS".

This procedure will satisfy the maximization condition for the consumers and producers surpluses
and it will solve for partial equilibrium.
The advantages of using a partial equilibrium MARKAL, relative to the MARKAL-MACRO model
is that the model user will be able to define different price and income elasticities per sector and
energy services.
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